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【Outline of survey】

Recent progress of transplantation network, HLA typing, organ preservation technology, surgical

protocol and pharmacological immunosuppression resulted in successful human to human allotransplantation

medicine. Then, shortage of human donor organ becomes critical issue of transplantation medicine

worldwide.

In order to overcome this issue, approach of regenerative medicine is expected in Japan. It is thus

promising strategy to regenerate self organ from ES cells and to use artificial organ. However it is not

yet achieved to provide clinically available donor organ by means of this strategy, and it would takes

times to get goal. Alternative approach is xenotransplantation to overcome shortage of donor organ.

Successful xenotransplantation would present an unlimited source of donor organs and cells for

transplantation surgery.

A miniature swine attracts attention as important medical service resources for resolving a lack of donor organ. A

miniature swine has been developed in Kagoshima University, and maturity individual weight characteristic ofClawn

Clawnphysiology of anatomy is nearer to humans than in comparison with in other mini-swine class. Development of a

miniature swine with gene alteration must contribute for xenotransplantation research.

Our goal is to establish an international institute for a frontier research and education center of

xenotransplantation in Japan.

【Expected results】

1) Production of miniature swine with gene alteration.Clawn

2) To identify genome and PERV Expression in miniature swine:Porcine Endogenous Retroviruses (PERV) Clawn

- Copy number of PERV

- How many functional clone of PERV exist in miniature swineClawn

- Expression of PERV in various stage of miniature swine developmentClawn

- Expression of PERV in various tissue or organ of miniature swineClawn
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